The continuation of high energy QCD Lipatov's effective action to Euclidean space is performed. The resulting Euclidean QCD RFT action is considered separately in Euclidean "light-cone" coordinates and axial gauge suitable for the numerical and analytical calculations correspondingly. The further application of the obtained results is also discussed.
Introduction
Lipatov's effective action approach, [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] , can be considered as Regge Field Theory (RFT) constructed on the base of QCD and intended to to take account of unitarity corrections to the high-energy scattering amplitudes in the multi-Regge kinematics, see [11, 12] . It also can be considered as a further generalization of phenomenological RFT [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . The formalism is based on the reggeized gluons (reggeons) as the main degrees of freedom, with the Pomeron calculus, [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] , introduced on the base of colorless Reggeons states. 
with Lipatov's effective action defined as QCD action plus effective currents for the longitudinal gluon fields:
and effective currents defined as
where C(R) is eigenvalue of Casimir operator in the representation R, tr(T a T b ) = C(R) δ ab A ± as Reggeon fields, see [1] [2] [3] [4] . The form of the Lipatov's operator O (and correspondingly T ) depends on the particular process of interests, see [6] , the simplest choice of the operators are Wilson lines (ordered exponential) of the longitudinal gluon fields:
see also [12] . There are additional kinematical constraints for the Reggeon fields
corresponding to the strong-ordering of the Sudakov components in the multi-Regge kinematics, see [1, 2, 6] . The action is constructed by the request that the LO value of the classical gluon fields in the solutions of equations of motion will be fixed as
this condition also can be considered as the definition of the Reggeon fields. The further use of the Eq. (2) action is based on the different perturbative calculation schemes, see [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] , of course all the calculations are performed in the Minkowski space.
The problem of the continuation of the action to the Euclidean space, respectively, is important task due to the two interesting issues. The fist one is the formulation of the action for the possible lattice (numerical) calculation of any objects of interests in the Euclidean space. The second one is the analytical investigation of the non-perturbative contributions, such as instantons for example, to the Reggeons interactions vertices and amplitudes. There are many calculations which have be done in this direction, see for example [23] , but the Lipatov's action continued to Euclidean space can serve as some generic approach for the consistent account of the instanton-Reggeon interactions and instanton contributions to the high-energy scattering amplitudes. Therefore, the paper is organized as follows. In the next section we introduce all required tools and notions for the continuation of the action to Euclidean space. In the Section 3 we consider the continuation of the Lipatov's action in the Euclidean space. Section 4 and 5 are about the different forms of the action. In Section 4 we discuss the action written in the terms of new coordinates similar to the light-cone coordinates of Minkowski space, we will call it further as Euclidean "light-cone" coordinates. In the Section 5 we consider the axial gauge for the action which is suitable for the analytical calculations in the framework. The last section is Conclusion where the further applications of the results are discussed.
Euclidean space kinematics
The main task of the problem is the continuation of the effective currents of the action to Euclidean space. We begin from the usual four-momentum vectors in Minkowski space used for the description of the high energy scattering kinematics:
where
In the light cone coordinate frame these vectors can be rewritten as
with β as some regularization introduced in order to regularize the rapidity divergences of the corresponding integrals, see [24] for example. Application of these vectors to the Eq. (3) current terms
as requested. Therefore, the Eikonal interaction term introduced in [6, 8] , see alsoEq. (24) below, can be written as following:
which is fully covariant, i.e. it can be also in the usual Minkowski coordinates as
that can considered as a step to the continuation of the effective action to Euclidean space. Nevertheless, it is not easy to work with β as parameter performing the continuation for the arbitrary angle between particles trajectories in the Euclidean space, see [25] . Therefore, considering the hyperbolic angle between the light cone directions in the Minkowski space, we introduce the following vectors of the directions of the relativistic particles motion in the Minkowski space:
with the following form of the same vectors in the light cone coordinates:
As usual, for the
we have at high energy
The Wick rotation of the vectors to the Euclidean space can be done now by γ → 2ıφ (17) continuation, where 2φ is an angle between trajectories of the two particles in the c.m.f. in Euclidean space. We obtain correspondingly for Eq. (13):
the transforms
must be performed further as well. Therefore we obtain
are vectors in the Euclidean space. Correspondingly, the Eikonal interaction term in Minkowski space can be rewritten in Euclidean space as
The remaining part of Eq. (2) gluon's QCD Lagrangian is continued to the Euclidean space as usual.
Lipatov's action in Euclidean space
In this Section we consider the generating functional for the Lipatov's operators in the Euclidean space, here and further we omit the E notation in the formulae. We write the full Lagrangian of the approach as Lagrangian of the interacting eikonal lines averaged over the pure YM Lagrangian obtaining the following expression:
Introducing Lipatov's operators
we rewrite the same generating functional as
Now, with the help of some auxiliary fields 1 A ± we obtain for the generating functional the following expression:
Taking the external currents equal to zero, we write finally the generating functional for Lipatov's action in the Euclidean space:
The classical equations of motion are usual in this case
with only the new effective currents obtaining by the variation of the Lipatov's currents with respect to the v 4 , v 1 gluon fields:
Additionally, we free to redefine the auxiliary fields
rewriting the currents as
which to LO are equal to
with the corresponding change of the kinetic term of the A ± fields in Eq. (28) accounted afterwards.
The action in Euclidean "light-cone" coordinates
The presence of the angle in Eq. (33) currents determine the gluons fields as dependent on the angle through the equations of motion. Whereas these expressions are suitable for the analytical calculations, the numerical implementation of any calculations can be complicated somehow because of the angle present. Therefore, we introduce the following "light-cone" coordinates in the Euclidean space.
Requiring n µ ± ∂ µ O ± = ∂ ± we determine the "contravariant" "light-cone" coordinates as
and "covariant" gluon fields in the Euclidean space as
Corresponding "covariant" and "contravariant" vectors are obtained with the help of the following metric tensor 2 :
(38) In this case we have for the Lagrangian:
and for the effective currents Eq. (23):
We see, therefore, that in these "light-cone" coordinates the Eq. (28) effective action does not contain the angle, it must be accounted only once in the Eq. (37) definition of "covariant" and corresponding "contravariant" gluon fields. The price for that is the doubled number of the longitudinal gluon fields which are depend each on other trough the transformations with the use of Eq. (38) metric tensor. Additional advantage of the introduced coordinates is that we can use here one from the v ± = 0 gauges that simplifies the structure of the Eq. (40) currents terms and corresponding numerical calculations.
The action in axial gauge
The "light-cone" coordinates introduced above are not so suitable for the analytical calculation. Eliminating the angle's dependence of the effective currents, the new gluons fields "move" the angle in the l.h.s. of Eq. (29) written in the terms of only "covariant" coordinates. The Lagrangian Eq. (39) does not help in this case, there is no simple rule which allows to raise and lower the corresponding indexes with the help of Eq. (38) tensor. Therefore, we consider the analytical solution of Eq. (29) equations of motion taking A 1 = 0 axial gauge, where in this case the condition O + = O − also is satisfied. We have correspondingly to LO precision 3 :
The solution of the equations are the following functions:
The third equation from the system for the two unknown functions is the condition of transversality of the currents:
that to LO can be written with the help of Eq. (35) as:
see definitions in the above section. Now we ready to incorporate into the effective action framework the classical instanton solution for the gluon fields. Writing the gluon fields in Euclidean space as classical solution plus fluctuations around it
we will obtain for Eq. (28) generating functional
The obtained functional determines the vertices of interactions of A ± fields with the instanton fields in the framework of high energy Euclidean QCD RFT, that after the inverse continuation to Minkowski space will determine the vertices of interactions of Reggeon with instanton fields as well.
We also note, that using the diagrammatic approach of [2, 11] , the effective currents determine the Feynman rules for the construction of the vertices of interaction of gluons with instanton and Reggeon fields. Namely, instead the Eq. (47) representation of gluon fields, the any interaction vertex of interest can be constructed by the v → v + v inst substitution performed directly in the effective currents and their consequent expansion into the perturbative series similarly to done in [2] .
Conclusion
In this note we clarified two issues concerning the formalism of high energy QCD Lipatov's effective action. Namely, we expanded the formalism to Euclidean space having in mind the following possible applications of the Euclidean version of the action.
The first one is the numerical (lattice) calculation in the framework with the Euclidean action. With the help of Eq. (28) generating functional any correlator of A ± fields can be calculated 4 . In Minkowski space it will allow to trace the high energy behavior of the arbitrary Reggeon's correlators. For example, taking BFKL colorless state we can calculate the correlator in Euclidean state for the different values of φ angle. The reverse continuation to Minkowski space, therefore, will allow to interpolate the behavior of the correlator as function of energy on the base of the points obtained in the Euclidean space. These non-perturbative calculations of the high energy asymptotic behavior of the Pomeron (and other correlators) with the unitarity corrections included is an interesting task due the importance of the BFKL calculus in the high-energy QCD. Another interesting possibility of the application of the formalism is the connection of the Wilson lines correlators and correlators of A ± fields, see Eq. (26)-Eq. (27), the knowledge of A ± correlators will determine the correlators of Wilson lines as well.
Another application of the Euclidean version of the action, is that it determines the correct interaction vertices of the correlators of A ± fields with the instanton fields. Namely, Eq. (48), after the integration with respect to the classical instanton fields, will provide instanton induced corrections to the Reggeon fields correlators, i.e. to the propagator of reggeized gluons, BFKL Pomeron, et cetera. These corrections are interesting to account, see [23] for the different applications of the instanton contributions in the high energy scattering processes. The calculations related to this especially interesting task we plan to begin as the next step in the development of the framework.
